2022 Community Volunteer Awards
Agency
Name

Nominee Name

Agency Mission

Judging Rubric – Individual/Group/Youth Awards
Nomination Questions

Criteria/Evaluation

Developing
(1 count)

Effective
(2 counts)

Exceptional
(3 counts)

What hands-on work
did/does the nominee
engage in (i.e., with
who, what when, how)?

Makes an impact
on the
community/agency.

Has an awareness of
the needs in the
community/agency

Work is noticed & felt
at the
community/agency

Embodies the spirit of
volunteerism and is a
role model; absence
is noticed

Takes on
responsibility that
is felt within the
agency.

Assumes
responsibilities that
would otherwise be
left to the agency

Assumes
responsibilities above
their own

Uses an innovative
approach to extend
agency resources

Takes initiative &
expands the
capacity of the
agency.

Fulfills expectations
and does what is
asked

Actively seeks out
opportunities to
further the
mission/vision

Sees the bigger
picture and elevates
the agency scope

Makes
volunteerism a
priority.

Incorporates
volunteerism into
life/work.

Effectively balances
both volunteer and
personal
commitments

Volunteerism
transcends life/work
commitments,
responsibilities and
expectations

What is at least one rich
example of how the
nominee’s
contributions improve
or change people’s
lives?

What hands-on work
did/does the nominee
engage in (i.e., with
who, what when, how)?

Total

Judge’s Notes

Total: ______ /12
counts

2022 Community Volunteer Awards
Nonprofit
Nominee Name
Nonprofit
Mission

Judging Rubric – Nonprofit Champion Award
Developing
(1 count)

Nomination Questions

Criteria/Evaluation

What hands-on work
did/does the nominee
engage in (i.e., with
who, what when, how)?

Awareness of how
Makes an impact volunteer engagement
on the community. can further impact the
community

What is at least one
rich example of how
the nominee’s
contributions improve
or change people’s
lives?
What sets the nominee
apart in terms of their
character and/or
commitment to our
community?

Total

Serves more
people through
effective
partnerships.

Agency is open to a
partnership to further
both parties

Makes
volunteerism a
priority.

Nonprofit accepts
volunteers and makes
volunteerism a part of
agency operations

Effective
(2 counts)

Exceptional
(3 counts)

Volunteers are
making an impact
that is measurable or
witnessed in the
community

Volunteers advance
mission/vision of the
nonprofit and impacts
the community

Agency has made an
effort to partner with
a stakeholder

Agency is or had an
active and effective
partnership with a
stakeholder

Nonprofit actively
recruits and engages
volunteers

Volunteers are
retained and act as an
ambassador of the
agency and the
mission/vision

Judge’s Notes

Total:
______ /9 counts

2022 Community Volunteer Awards
Agency
Name

Nominee Name

Agency Mission

Judging Rubric – Business Champion Award
Criteria/Evaluation

Developing
(1 count)

What hands-on work
did/does the nominee
engage in (i.e., with
who, what when, how)?

Makes an impact
on the community.

Has a volunteer
program that impacts
the agency &
community

What is at least one
rich example of how
the nominee’s
contributions improve
or change people’s
lives?

Takes on
responsibility that
is felt within the
community.

What sets the nominee
apart in terms of their
character and/or
commitment to our
community?

Makes
volunteerism a
priority.

Nomination Questions

Total

Effective
(2 counts)

Exceptional
(3 counts)

Judge’s Notes

Volunteer involvement
Volunteer program
aligns with partner
embodies the spirit of
needs to make a more volunteerism and is
meaningful impact on
coveted by other
the community
businesses

Business volunteers
take on tasks and
fulfills expectations

Business volunteers
actively seek out
opportunities to
further the
mission/vision

Is a partner and uses
volunteer skills and
business resources to
extend and elevate
the agency scope

Volunteerism is
incorporated into the
work culture

It is encouraged and
space is made to
volunteer

There is an
expectation to
volunteer and it is
celebrated

Total:
______ /9 counts

